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This year's symposium sees a strong increase of interest in the FPGA technology, with over 20% increase in paper submissions. The technical program consists of 20 regular papers, 35 poster papers, an evening panel, and an invited session. The technical papers present the latest results on advances in FPGA architectures, new CAD algorithms and tools for FPGA designs, and novel applications of FPGAs. The Monday evening panel presents the debate if reconfigurable computing is commercially viable. The invited session on Tuesday morning addresses the challenges for architecture development, CAD tools, and circuit design of one million-gate FPGAs and beyond.
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Monday Evening Panel

Is Reconfigurable Computing Commercially Viable?

Moderator: Herman Schmit, Carnegie Mellon Univ.

In order to be commercially viable, an FPGA-based solution to a computational problem must have lower cost than a solution based on a microprocessor, or a solution based on a custom or semi-custom ASIC. Conventional FPGAs never have higher performance than a comparable ASIC on a single application, and are unlikely to ever be as ubiquitous and generic as microprocessors. Therefore, FPGAs may be limited to markets where there is not enough volume to justify the design of an ASIC, and where the performance needs of the application cannot be met by an ISP. How big is this market? Do "killer-applications" that fit these constraints really exist?

An FPGA implementation does have one advantage over the ASIC solution: reconfigurability. A FPGA-based accelerator could, at different times, accelerate one of innumerably many possible applications. So rather than one "killer-application" perhaps there are thousands of little applettes, whose performance can be significantly accelerated using an FPGA-based system. Reconfigurable hardware systems also have many of the same advantages as microprocessor-based systems, such as upgradeability, standardization of platforms, and amortization of development costs.

In this panel session, we will try to address the questions of whether there will be a mass-market for FPGA-based computing solutions. Are there large sets of applications whose performance requirements far exceed that offered by microprocessors but which are only occasionally executed? Where are these applications? Does the ability to reconfigure during execution change the cost and performance benefits of reconfigurable hardware significantly? What are the key challenges to making reconfigurable computing a reality, and what can PLD manufacturers, system houses, government, and academia do to overcome these obstacles?

Panelists:

Steve Casselman: President, Virtual Computer Corp.
Daryl Eigen: President, Metalithic Systems, Inc.
Robert Parker: Deputy Director, ITO, DARPA
Peter Athanas: Assistant Professor, Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Robert Colwell: Pentium Pro Architecture Manager, Intel Corp.
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